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PART I.
GENERAL TREATJ1ENT OF THE VARIABLE SPEED INDUCTION MOTOR
,
Preeeni Stat us of the Variable
Speed Indue
t
ion Motor*
One of the most important problems now "before the electri
chI engineering profession is the development of a successful varia-
ble speed induction motor. The importance of this problem "becomes
more evident daily, as the advantages of the constant speed induc-
tion motor come to he better understood. The absence of a commuta-
tor and the general simplicity of construction, together with its
great overload capacity and durability, make the induction rioter an
almost ideal machine. And in many cases where constant speed is de-
sirable it has displaced the direct current motor. 'There variable
speed is wanted, however, the direct current series motor has gener-
ally been preferred owing to its better efficiency. Could the effi-
ciency and flexlbility of the variable speed induction motor be in-
creased, the entire science of electric traction would be revolu-
tionized, making practicable cross country roads several hundred
miles in length without the objectionable rotary converter substa-
tions. And it is this field of application that has directed the
most attention toward the development of the variable speed indue-

tion motor.
Ehere are several, mathod a of varying the speed of an in-
duction motor.
The first method that would suggest its self is, changing
the number of poles. This method is efficient hut is not entirely
satisfactory in that the range of speed is limited arid the winding
and switching device is complicated. For example a machine might
have 1, 2
, 3, 4, .'5, or 6 pair of poles and at 60 cycles the corres-
ponding speeds would he 3600, 1800, 1200, 900, 720 and 600 re^. per
rain. Difficulties in switching devices would he encountered however,
in attempting to provide for more than three or four speeds. This
method has "been used to some extent in Europe.
A second method for changing the speed of an induction
motor is by means of a series-parallel arrangement of the primary
winding, or by changing the applied voltage. This method is lacking
in both flexibility and efficiency and has found almost no applica-
tion.
A *hird method is by introducing a variable resistance in-
to the secondary circuit. The felxiMlity of this method is all that
can he desired hut the efficiency is low. In spite of their low
efficiency however, motors cont-oled by this method are being rapid-
ly introduced for elevator and crane service.
A fourth method, known as concatenation, consists in
supplying the primary of one motor from the secondary of another,
the two being mechanically connected. Under these conditions the
motors run at about half speed. This system is quite efficient hut
lacks flexibility. It has found some application.

None of the methods for varying the speed of induction
motors that have suggested so far, have comMned felxiMlity 8 nd good
eff ic iency.

XI. Theory of "peed C ontro l of
Indue t i on Mo tors .
The ordinary induction motor, although sometimes called
asynchronous, operates at nearly synchro no us speed. When it is
loaded down the Blip increases, and with this increase in slip, the
secondary induced K. M. F. and current increase t This increase in
current produces increased torque until a certain value of slip is
reached where the torque will decrease with increasing slip, be-
cause of the effects of magnetic leakage and low power factor of the
secondary circuit. With ordinary values of secondary resistance
this point of maximum torque is reached at five to twenty per cent,
slip. The torque is of course very small a + starting. The ordinary
induction motor is evidently anything but suitable to operate at
variable speeds.
The speed of an induction motor can be varied, by one of
two general methods or by a combination of the two, either* the syn-
chronous speed or the slip or both nay be changed. The various meth-
ods of accomplishing these results have already been pointed out.
When the synchrounous speed is varied, the motor operates
under much the same conditions as a constant speed motor with the
same synchronous speed; hence, it may have very good efficiency but
usually has poor starting torque.
If the slip of an induction motor is varied by any means
except one which takes an electrical output from the secondary, the

method will lie necessarily inefficient. The secondary input is the
product of synchronous speed and torque while the Mechanical output
is the product of actual speed and torque. The power represented
by the product of slip and torque is a loss, unless it is recovered
as an electrical output.
The first slip method referred to in the preceding chap-
ter consisted in changing; the applied voltage. Let us for the pre-
sent neglect the effects of magnetic leakage and secondary indue
-
twice. Suppose the motor to he developing a given torque at a given
speed and voltage, if the voltage is halved the field density will bJ
halved and the secondary current necessary to produce the given torque
•/ill he doubled. The secondary induced voltage arid current are,
under the assumed conditions, proportional to the field density and
slip. Hence to produce the given torque, the slip must he four timei
as great, that is, at constant torque the slip varies inversely as
the square of the voltage. The effect of magnetic leakage and seconf
dary inductance would be to increase the slip still more.
Rheostatic control may be analyzed in the following man-
lier, Neglecting leakage and inductance, as before, the torque is
proportional to the secondary current and the secondary voltage
varies as the slip. Hence at constant torque the slip is proportion!
al to the secondary resistance. The leakage and inductance would in-
crease the slip, especially at high values of slip and low values of
resistance. The relation between torque and speed with different
values of secondary resistance is shown in figure 1, which is taken
from Steinmetz' "Elements of Electrical Engineering". Speed vari-
ation would be effected by changing from one curve to the other.
Concatenation, as has been previously stated, consists in
supplying one motor from the secondary of another, and rigidly coup-
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ling the two. This is a combinat ion of the two general methods of
varying speed. The slip of the first motor is varied by taking an
electrical output from its secondary, while the synchronous speed of
the second is varied T)y changing the frequency of supply • Since the
frequency of supply. of the second motor is equal to the slip of the
first, the second motor tends to run at a speed equal to the slip of
the first. If N is the speed of the second motor and S, the slip of
the first, "both expressed in per cent, of synchronism, then the mo-
tors tend to approach a condition, Jfc S, hut since they are rigidly
coupled N+S -1, therefore .5, or the motors will tend to run at
half synchronous speed. When a load is applied the speed will fall
off slightly. The input of the second motor is the product of the
slip and torque of the first less the copper loss of the secondary,
thus at half synchronism the input of the second motor is approxima-
tely equal to the output of the first j and the two motors will divide
the load almost equally. Tf any number of motors, N, were concaten-
ated the sum of the slips of all of the Motors and the speed would
be equal to unity and the motors would tend to run at one N,th. syn-
chronism. The efficiency of a concatenated couple is about the same
as tha t of a similar motor with half the number of polf;s.
In general the slip of an induction motor can be made to
assume any value with a given torque, provided the losses or the sum
of the losses and the electrical output of the secondary are ma.de
to equal the product of that torque and slip.

P A R T II.
DESCRIPTION AND TEST OP k WESTINGH0U5E TYPE "P
INDUCTION MOTOR,
I. Motor and Apparatus
.
The West ingho use Type "P" induction motor If a variable
speed motor, of the rheostatic control class designed for crane,
elevator and hoist service. A photograph of the motor and the test-
ing apparatus used in this thesis is given on page 9 . The motor
is two-phase , 60 cycle, has a synchronous speed of 1200 rev. per rain
an i is designed for 220 or 110 volts.
A photograph of the primary alone is given on page 10 .
As is seen in the photograph, the winding is uniformly distributed
around the circunference in slots. There are 72 slots and six poles,
making 12 slots per pole; or 6 slots per pole, per p/iase. The wind-
ing per pha.se for each pole consists of 6 coils connected in series
and lying in successive slots. Pig. 2 is a diagram of part of the
stator winding. The coils have a span of 8 slots and are made up of
7 turns of two strands of No. 14 B. & S . gauae wire. The terminals
of the winding for each phase of each pole are "brought out and con-
nected to lugs on top of the machine, thus making it possible to con-
nect up the winding in any desired vtay. " rith all the windings of







one p)iase connected in series the applied voltage should "be 220
volts. The winding can also he connected for 110 volts, 67 volts
and 33 volts, by placing either three, two or one pole winding in
series. In the following tests 110 volts was used, it "being the best
ava ilat 1 e vo 1 1age
.
Assembled Data on Stat or.
Bore of stato] 12.5b"
Length of stator iron parallel to shaft 6.42"
No of slots 7 2
Slots per pole 12
Slots per pole per phase— 6
Depth of slots 1.28"
Width of slots 0.24"
Width of teeth 0.30"
No. of conductors 1008
A photograph of the rotor together with the slip rings
and one end plate is shown on page 13 • The rotor has 43 slots, each
slot containing two rectangular copper conductors. Fig. 3 is a dia-
gram of the rotor winding, which is three-phase, star connected.
With 86 conductors all of the legs of the star can not be equal. The
conductors are arranged so that there are 30 to one leg, and 28 to
the two other legs. This is done to guard against having the rotor
lock and the machine acting as a transformer.
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Assembled Data on Rotor.
Outside diameter of core discs 12.46
Length Of rotor iron between heads 6..1H"
No. of slots 43
Depth of slots 1.37"
Width of slots at base 0.38"
No. of conductors in slot 2
Depth of each conductor 0.50"
Width of each conductor 0.25"
Number of conductors 86
The resistance used for regulation in the secondary cir-
cuit is made up of cast iron grids, compactly set up in an outside
iron frame and insulated from each other and from the outer frame by
asbestos. These grids are divided equally into three lengths and
permanently connected in a star. The free ends of the star are con-
nected by means of heavy leads to three sets of two carbon brushes,
that rest on the three slip rings on the rotor shaft, to v/hich the
rotor winding is . connected . Leads from the free end and four inter-
mediate points of each leg of the iron resistance star are brought
out to the controller, which is mounted on the end of the frame of
the iron resistance.
A diagram of the iron resistance and controller connec-
tions is shown in Fig. 4. The controller has six steps. The first
step throws the main two-phase current j onto the primary of the ma-
chine. The successive steps of the controller gradually out out the
resistance, by decreasing the length of the legs of the star, until
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the sixth notch of the controller which short circuits the leads from
the rotor slip rings
.
For convenience and to save time in making connections be-
fore each run a table was wired up for two-phase currents, as shown
in .^ig. 5. Tn wiring the table precaution was taken against induc-
tive action of the main leads under the table , on the instruments,
by running the two leads of each phase parallel and close together a?
much as possible. Switch, M, short circuits the ammeters and current
coils of the wattmeters, thus protecting these instruments when
there are large fluctuations of current or when the machine is tak-
ing heavy currents, as at starting. Two, two-way switches were used
in connection with the voltmeters, one connection throwing the volt-
meter on the main leads before going through the main switch, making
it possible to read the voltage before the machine is thrown on; and
the other connection putting the voltmeter on the leads just before
leaving the table, for the machine, thus avoiding the resistance drop
through the instruments and table connections when the machine is
loaded, and giving us practically the voltage at the terminals of
the machine. The table was connected in T-etween the controller and
the machine, the fuses, FF, protecting the apparatus against exces-
sive currents.
In all power tests the power was absorbed by a Prony brake.
The speed was measured by a tachometer, belted to the
shaft of the motor. An adjustable resistance was placed in series
with the voltmeter of the tachometer and the resistance adjusted un-
til the voltmeter read directly on its scale the rev. per min. of
the motor.



TI. Descr iption of Tejsts.
OPKRAT ION. --Test runs Wert made on each of the six notches
at a constant applied E.M.E. of 110 volts. The following readings
were taken: E.jI.F. current and input of each of the two pha s e s j th e
frequency, speed and pull on the "brake. The data from these runs is
tabulated, on pages 2 8 to 33 .
ROTOR CURRENT .—Test runs were made with ammeters in two
of the three phases of the rotor. The readings taken were; applied
voltage, frequency, rotor current speed and pull on the brake. Five
points were taken on each notch. The range of the ammeters was not
great enough to measure the higher values of rotor current. The
data from these runs is tabulated on page ,3 4 .
COPPER LOSSES . --The re .-.is tances of both phases of the
stator and each phase of the rotor, between rings, were measured hot
and cold. The resistance of the brushes and brush contacts were
measured, hot, while the motor was being driven at full speed by
means of a D.C. motor. Tlie resistance of each phase of the control-
ing resistance and leads was measured for each notch, cold. All re-
sistance measurements were ma.de by the fall of potential method. The
resistances as computed from these measurements are given on page 44
IRON LOSSES . - -To obtain the iron losses three sets of
readings were taken with the rotor circuit open, first with the ro-
tor stationary, second, while the rotor is being revolved in syn-
chronism, and third while the rotor is being revolved backward at a
speed equal to synchronism. The readings taken were; E.A1.E., cur-

rent and input of each phase and the frequency* A shunt motor direc
tly coupled was used to revolve the rotor. The data are given on
page 45 .
FRICTION. - -The friction los a of the motor was measured
by driving It from a shunt motor and measuring the input and losses
of the shunt motor. The friction losses were also computed from the
operation curves as will he explained later. The results of this
test are tabulated on page 4 6 .
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III. Calculation of Results.
(A)
. OPKRATIOK,—The calculations for the operation curves
consisted in correcting the instrument readings, computing power fac-
tors for each phase, reducing pounds pull on the "brake to torque in
pound-feet, computing outputs in kilowatts from torque and R.P.TI.,
and calculating efficiencies. The results are tabulated on pages
ZQ to 34 , and the curves are plotted on pages 3 5 to 43 .
(B)
. SEPARATION OF LOSSES . --For the separation of losses
five values of torque were selected and all losses computed for these
points
.
COPPER LOSSES. — The values of resistances were used as
measured hot, except in the cnse of the iron rheostat where the re-
sistances were neasured cold and corrected for the temperature rise,
as measured "by means of a thermome ter. The temperature coefficient
was taken as .004 for one degree centigrade. The secondary circuits
were star-connected and the resistances were measured between two
of the terminals. An average value was found for the resistance from
the center to one of the terminals, and the total loss taken as three
times the product of this resistance and the square of the current
in one branch. The values of stator an i rotor current were read
from the operation curves.
TROM LOSSES.
--The stator iron loss, Which was assumed to
remain constant, was computed by subtracting the copper loss from the

input of the Btator when the rotor circuit was open and the rotor
was being driven In synchronism.
The rotor iron loss was computed on the assumption that
the flux density remained constant. The iron loss of the rotor at
60 cycles was found "by subtracting the iron loss of the Btator from
the total iron loss of the motor with the rotor stationary on open
circuit. The eddy current loss of the rotor at 60 cycles was com-
puted by subtracting the electrical input of the rotor stationary
from the electrical input of the rotor when it was driven backward
at a speed equal to synchronism. When the rotor is stationary its
frequency is 60 cycles and the total iron loss is supplied electri-
cally* When it is being driven backward its frequency is 120 cycles
and half of the iron loss is supplied elec tricallj'- and half mechan-
ically. With the frequency doubled the hysteresis loss is doubled,
but only half of this double loss is supplied electrically, hence
the elctrical input due to hysteresis loss is the sane in both cases.
The total ecidy current loss is qtad^upled at the double frequency
but only half of this or twice the eddy current loss at 60 cycles is
supplied electrically. Hence the increase in electrical input when
the rotor is driven "backward at synchronous speed is equal to the
eddy current loss at 60 cycles. The hysteresis loss in the rotor at
60 cycles was found by subtracting the eddy current loss from the to-
tal iron loss in the rotor. The speeds corresponding to the torques
for which the losses were computed were read from the operation
curves, and the rotor iron losses computed. If H is the hysteresis
loss at 60 cycles and E the eddy current loss at 60 cycles; the hys-
teresis loss at N revolutions per minute is equal to ^(1-^-^q ) and
the eddy current loss is equal to E(l- —— )^
1200
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FRTCTTON. --The friction loss was determined in two ways,
"by means of a calibrated motor and "by extending some of the operation
curves. The loss was calculated from the calibrated motor method
by subtracting the stray power and copper losses of the D. C. motor
from its input. The value of counter torque due to friction was ob-
tained by extending the curve of rotor current backward until it cut
the torque axis. At this point the rotor is in synchronism and the
friction only, is being supplied by the negative torque represented
by the intercept of the rotor current line on the torque axis. The
values of friction torque obtained by the two methods checked fairly
well. The value obtained by extending the curves was used. The
friction losses at different speeds were calculated upon the assump-
tion that the counter torque of friction remained constant at all
speeds
.

IV. Discussion of Results .
Since this motor is of the type used for elevator and
crane service, its pertormance would probable be stated as a certain
torque at a certain speed, instead of so many horse pow^r; hence all
curves were plotted on a torque base.
(A). OPERATION CURVES . --The operation curves are shown
on pages 3 5 to 43 . They consist of speed, input, output, effi-
ciency, power factor, primary current and secondary current, all
plotted on a torque base. These curves were plotted for each of the
six notches of the controler. The speeds, outputs and efficiencies
for all notches were each assembled on a torque base.
The input curves are approxima tely straight lines and all
have about the same slant; showing that the input is proportional
to the torque regardless of speed or secondary resistance.
The power factors corresjiond ing to a given torque are
nearly equal for all notches, as might be expected from the fact hat
the magnetizing current is nearly constant and the input is the same
on each notch.
The output curves show a very great reduction in capacity
with the higher values of secondary resistance. The maximum output
for the first notch is .4 kilowatt and for the last notch, 4.8 kilo-
watts. The output at the point of maximum efficienc2'- is 3. kilowatr.s.
The maximum efficiencies for the first and sixth notches
respectively are, 28.5/? and 70,5^. For each notch the maximum effi-

cienoy occurs a", a torque approximately equal to half '.he torque at
which the maximum output is developed.
The assembled speed curves indicate excellent speed con-
trol. For values of torque up to 12 pound feet six speeds are avail-
able, for values up to 35 pound feet, at least three speeds are
possible. The maximum torque on each notch is developed at stand-
still, hut the friction changing from motion to rest causes the avail
able torque to fall off slightly just before standstill. The speed
curve, for the lest notch intersects the torque axis at nearly right
angles, indicating that if the resistance were any lower, the maxi-
mum torque would be developed while running. The speed curves for
the first three notches are near"'y straight while those for the last
three are more or less curved, indicating that the effect of leakage
and secondary inductance is slight for the first notches and quite
considerable for the last.
The rotor currents w^re plotted as far as the values were
measured, that is, up to 100 amperes. Up to this value the curves
w^re nearly straight but curved up slightly. For the first three
notches the 100 amperes covered nearly the whole range, but for the
last three, the curves had to be extended. In extending the curves
the effects of leakage and secondary inductance were taken into con-
sideration by bending the curves upward.
The stator current curves bend up slightly on the first
no telle s and quite decidedly for the last. The values of stator
current are nearly the same on all notches for corresponding values
of torque.
(B). SEPARATION OF LOSSES .- -The tabulated data for the
separation of losses are shown on pages 47 and 48 , and the curves

on pages 49 to 54 . The following are the loss curves plotted
for each notch: stator copper loss, rotor copper loss, loss In re-
gulating resistance, stator iron loss, rotor iron loss, friction
loss, and the sum of all of these losses. The output and the sum of
the output and the total losses, or the computed input, together with
the speed and actual input, were plotted with the loss curves.
For the first four notches it will he seen that the loss
in the external resistance is nearly the whole loss for the higher
values of torque. On the sixth notch the losses in the externa], re-
sistance and the stator and rotor resistances are nearly equal. The
stator and rotor copper losses constitute a very small per cent, of
the total losses on the first four notches. On the last two notches,
however, they are a considerable proportion of the total.
At the higher speeds, the friction loss constitutes a
large portion of the total losses, but as the speed decreases and
the torque increases, it }.oses its importance. The greater part of
this friction is clue to the six heavy "brushes on the collector rings.
The stator iron less, which was considered constant, is
a very small per cent, of the total loss except at no load, when it
constitutes about lb^. The rotor iron loss is practically zero at
no load and quite small at full load, so that it has almost no effect
on the efficiency.
For all notches except the first two, the input as com-
puted from the losses agrees fairly well with the observed input.

V. Conclusion .
The general results of the test show that the motpr, has
a low average efficiency, fairly good power factor, good starting
torque, and excellent speed control. In such service as driving
cranes, elevators and hoists, the efficiency is of minor importance,
while the starting torque, speed control, and general reliahility
are of the greatest importance. For this class of work, this motor
should prove entirely satisfactory.
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TORQUE IN POUND FEET
Assembled ^peed Curves
EUGENE DIETZCEN CO. 2HICAGO.

Assembled Output Curves.
EUGENE DIETZGEN CO., CHICAGO.
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RESISTANCE S OF TYPE ' F " MOTOR
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